Throop County Fair To Feature Hayseed Theme

1948 Big T Rates in Top Four In Nation-wide NSPFA Judging

Award Praises Photography, Cover, End-Sheet Design; Prize Value $150

This week the Big T was awarded the highest honor conferred by the National Scholastic Press Association. The award, one of the most prestigious in the country, is given to high school newspapers which is judged by a panel of experts. The Big T, being the first time in its history, has been awarded this honor.

Big T Named:

The Big T was named by the students of Caltech as the best yearbook in the past decade. This year, the record of the Big T as a top magazine has been in doubt, but this award has now proven that the magazine has not been underestimated since its inception.

Acclaim:

The Big T is credited to the completion of the Palomar Observatory, and featured many potential photographs of the installation. The staff of the Big T until now has been something of an item on the student's list of things to do. The Palomar has been a big special prize to the photograpy, done chiefly Ralph Lovberg, and it "very likely will receive this honor if the right people bring it to support and do the right things," according to a source.

Pajamaram Set To Come As Scheduled

Thursday the 28th is the date for the Pajamaram. This year, the pre-Opera party is one of the most lively events in the first term. This year, this event is eagerly anticipated with a picnic dinner in Tournament Park, followed by the traditional bonfire.

Trouble:

Unfortunately, it seems that trouble has cropped up this year. At the present writing, it is not known if the Big T will be able to obtain a permit from the city council. It is hoped that some arrangements can be made.

Lumber:

This big bonfire, known as lumber, telephone poles, and the like, is planned for Friday, so the Fresh will have a few days previous to be arranged. They will have started on Tuesday to be able to get the Lumber Pot, but there has been no news so far.

Senior Class Meet at Camp Seeley

The regional conference of the Y's in the Southern California area will be held at Seeley, near Claremont, over last week. Duco's will be broadcast in the special TV, and several programs of the Y's were discussed and approved.

Sixth stacking of the conference: John Doe, Dick Libby, Ron Housman, Ken Eddings, George Davenport, and W. M. Westley. They will be held at Seeley, and will be incorporated into the regular schedule.

WSPF Event

In preparation for the conference, the WSPF (World Peace Service Fund) drive in November. Ralph Bales and Steve Tucker have been chosen chairman, Peter Knapp in charge of the general representative to other Y's.

"Yeaver" Boar
t

The Yeaver Boar appeared in the Big T last week, an event that will likely be remembered for years to come. The Yeaver Boar was presented to the students with a key to the lounge of the Country Club.

"Let's Kick"

1948 Big T rates in top four in nation-wide NSPFA judging.

Campus Calendar

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20:
12:00 Glee Club at 6th Street Club.
12:15 Glee Club at the Grove.
12:45 Glee Club at the Grove.
3:00 Dave Jones in the lounge.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22:
2:00 President's Reception in the lounge.
6:15 President's Reception in the lounge.
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CAMPUS BREWS

The controversy which has centered around the collegiate telephone business was brought to a head by the American Civil Liberties Union. Following material is quoted from a statement by the union's director, Alfred McMillan, speaking at the University of California, Berkeley.

The controversy is of interest to the student at Caltech. The question of academic freedom is one that should be of interest to every student. To enable the students in this same problem that have arisen we are going to reprint some of the material that we have received. (Continued on Page 4)

EPIPHANES

In the midst of all the headlines, the controversy which has been raging for months has been temporarily mentioned. Since that time, the California Tech has received large amounts of material concerning this problem. We feel the question of basic interest to the students at Caltech. The question of academic freedom is one that should be of interest to every student. To enable the students to see some of the problems that have arisen we are going to reprint some of the material that we have received. (Continued on Page 4)

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP

In Coffee Shop Building

ALSO AGENT FOR
LAUNDRY

Pick up Monday, Delivered Friday and Cleaning

CROWN

120 N. Raymond, Pasadena

Dame Sue (lone)

TODAY!

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

In the Telephone business

...for 21 years!

"It may seem like a long time to you... but to me it's just yesterday that I started."

"Guess that's because it's always interesting... always so many phases of the business to learn... always something different and vital to do."

"Right now I'm one of 125,000 men and women who have been in telephony for 21 years or more. They call us 'Telephone Pioneers of America.'"

"I've seen the telephone industry come a long way—improving methods, developing new means of communication, constantly growing. But in many fields we've hardly scratched the surface; we're still pioneering. The future is full of challenges, and opportunities!"

P. R. Heimann, Editor
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The future is full of challenges, and opportunities...
So, for your own real deep-down smoking enjoyment, smoke the smoke tobacco experts smoke!

Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco

First Main

with tobacco Men!

More independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two leading brands combined!

An impartial poll covering all the Southern tobacco markets reveals the smoking preference of the man who really knows tobacco — customers, buyers and warehousers. More of these independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two leading brands combined.

More independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two leading brands combined!
PHOTOGRAPHY

(Continued from Page 2) Students were elated at the acceptance of academic freedom and erw members of the faculty have been on hand and treated in the United States.

“... At the present time all members of the faculty and three-one contracts subject to collective bargaining must not be allowed notice for "casual". In view of the fact that there is no possibility of their being "casual" we must try to learn that "casual" is no different in meaning than "permanent."

PAJAMERINO

(Continued from Page 1) Payment made in full will be $2.50 to $2.50. Later on in the evening, the reissue of the book will be made available.
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tions of academic freedom and now it will make you more want it to be one of the biggest above

Senior Class give an amount

Senior s interested in a fine

$26.70,

sent

DEAN JONES. He compares those above

than at any other campus. He

man, and more

Mitchell

Hall at 131 North Mango. Here

here

works, and about 300 hours more amount to last until next year. We are planning another work weekend within next month that will be one of the biggest. As usual we can use all the help we can get.

Membership

party. It is only $5 per member, but we feel that this is extremely low. We have had some slight difficulies in this area charge consi-

lubricant clubs. If you are interested in joining our club, send in your application and we will be glad to start you in the right direction. We also have a membership form for those who are interested in joining our club.

GET YOUR SKI CLUB
t putting on a display for the people who are interested in skiing. The ski club has been put together by our ski club members and we are planning to have a ski weekend at the end of the year. We will be able to provide you with all the information you need to know about skiing and we will also be able to help you plan your trip to the mountains.

WIDER ACTIVITY OFFERS CHANCE FOR BETTER JOBS

Despite what you may have heard, when it comes time for you to get a job, your prospective employer is more interested in your grade point average than in your academic performance. In fact, many employers think that a grade point average of 3.0 or better is all they want in an employee. This attitude is reflected in the following statement from the Board of Trustees:

"Dear Mr. Akeley: In view of the many expressions of sympathy which we have received from the students of the College, we have decided to discontinue the current Board of Trustees. Henceforth, the students of the College will be responsible for the decision on their own affairs. We believe this to be in the best interest of the College and the students.

Dear Mr. Akeley, in view of your no other means of support, we feel that you should be released from your responsibilities on the faculty of the College. We feel that it is necessary for you to seek other employment in order to maintain yourself and your family. We wish you a great deal of success in your future endeavors.

The Board of Trustees of the College of the University of California"
Frosh Eleven Drops Opener To Poets, 41-0

A lightning freshman football team had its first contact to Whittier Saturday by the

Injuries Felt

Hampered to some degree in the mid-field, much of seventeen, the Trojans saw a

Field Talk to Any Man

whether he that turned. With that reference with the pass

Talkin’ It Over

January, Wis., With leaders wanted

Injuries Flank

Hampered to some degree in the mid-field, much of seventeen, the Trojans saw a
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Louisville's second line. Is there a yell or shout from the

Flows Encouraging

You know, a fear of talk that all of that yelling from the

Frosh Sports Roundup by Leon Michelsen

The scoreboard says that the Poet football team lost a

A lightweight frosh eleven managed to not an even team with the Whittier Poets for three quarters last Saturday night, only to collapse in the fourth period. Their final score of 41-0 was
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Tech's squad most unusual place.
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John Carroll

CALTECH BARBERS

in California Near Lake

Beavers Slight Favorite Over La Verne Gridders

When Tech's water polo team emerged the victor in its initial encounter with the
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Blacker Freshman Places First in Crosscountry Meet

Interlachen country club got off to a slow start Tuesday on Tournament Park with Blacker taking first among the few houses in the first run of the second heat. Pat Phillips of a Blacker Freshman, finished first in the one and one-half mile run in the first time of 8:11. Real House, Ricketts, came in for a close second, while third place went to another Blacker man, Jorden hall.

Almost any other interest is covered in some club on campus. There is the drums club for frustrated drummers, the el cubs for those who like slats on

Black groups, Dennis Long's Friday night, the glee club, wisest thing you can do.

In the last two weeks the only

BAKER FOUNCES

TULSA TIMES

BELINDA, 204-724-4160

Good news for the casual kid.
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Ricketts Leads In Interhouse Bowling

Ricketts House got off to an early lead in the first week of the 1948-49 Interhouse Bowling League at the Pasadena Bowling Course this Monday by winning all of its eight games against Denney and Fleming. Throop is currently second with five wins, then Dalney with four, Blacker with three, and Fleming with no wins. High Scores

Many individuals appeared to already be in midseason form as four clubs over 500 and nine games over 300 were recorded this week. Bill Shane of Ricketts toppled the festivities with a big 536 series, Carl Fox of Ricketts had a 550 total with a amazing 250 game, Bob Benson of Throop had 520, and Ray Haggard of Throop, 525. High game honors of the afternoon went to How red Cohon of Blacker for a huge 212 score which included five consecutive strikes.

FROSH SPORTS ROUNDUP

(Continued from Page 5)

The tournament for cross country competition has progressed very favorably in the past week. Working toward their first scheduled meet early on November, the Frosh team has fine possi bilities. In-fact, Bill Phip pington, Bob Parren, Sherman Burrough, Bob Murray, Bill Averett, Don Miller, Dick White and Jim Lawezer.

TALKIN' IT OVER

(Continued from Page 5)

For Jack Tucker and I, the first night of the Poets displayed a lot of promise. We were doing our thing, and best of all in the picture.

Norman Shines

However, the best all around game was turned in by Chuck Norman. Collector's gift to the athletic world. The Choeker ran, passed, blocked passes that would have meant Peot points, tackled with determination and played about 50 minutes of base football. If the kid kept it steady he'd be a ringer for one of the All-Americans. Shiner might be well to mention a few things about the Choeker. The week before school opened, the dictator opened Chuck. With his apology out, the doc told him that he couldn't register until after the Fall City game. After the last two weeks the not only gotten into shape, but put many of the other men to shame with his drive and credit.

A lot of credit should go to Bullet Bob Funk, who called one of the finest series of offensive attacks in his last three years of competition. Whistler was on their ear trying to figure out where he was going to happen next. Keep it up, Junko, and you'll have the boys and girls in this column pretty soon.

Once again good news arrived at Andy's door all wrapped in black sheen. Dennis Long's whiskey teast was found to be caused by a fractured larynx with internal healing. The doc ordered no talking, no running, no violent exercise for the rest of the season.

Open at UCLA

"I smoked CHESTERFIELDS between scenes while making my new picture, JOHNNY BELINDA, they're MILD... It's my cigarette."

-Jane Wyatt

Yanking in JOHNNY BELINDA A WARNER BROS. PICTURES

"I smoked Chesterfields because they are the right cigarette for me. They're MILDER and their taste and my taste agree."

Joyce Hodgins, ABC GIRL of Penn State says-

MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE CHESTERFIELDS than any other cigarette... By LATEST NATIONAL SURVEY

CHESTERFIELD CIGARETTES

MAKE THE MILDER CIGARETTE... They Satisfy